Although heavy quark and dilepton measurements share many aspects in their experimental determination, they probe rather different aspects of the collision. Leptons do not interact strongly and are thereby free to leave the medium during all stages of its evolution, hence earning the name "penetrating probes". Conversely, charm measurements (measured in PHENIX via semi-leptonic decay modes) are most remarkable in that they indicate a significant modification of the heavy quark spectrum through interactions with the medium. In this paper, we discuss a selection of intriguing results in both domains and the outlook for the future.
Introduction
Collisions at RHIC energy produce a new form of matter as evidenced by light quark energy loss [1, 2] , heavy quark energy loss [3, 4] , and a high degree of anisotropic or "elliptic" flow [4, 5, 6, 7] . The central questions at RHIC have moved beyond whether a new and interesting form of matter can be created and presently touch upon the detailed nature of this new matter, oft dubbed the strongly interacting Quark-Gluon Plasma or sQGP. Among these pressing questions are the initial state of the medium (Temperature and baryon chemical potential), its opacity, its fluid-like character ( Lepton studies provide particularly powerful tests of these most basic questions. Because leptons do not participate in the strong interaction, they can be released at all stages of the collision and thereby contain a component of direct thermal radiation from the initial state [8, 9] in the forms of virtual (subject of this paper) and real photons. Since the earliest observations of direct yields of virtual photon sources from the ISR [10] and UA1 measurements [11] , a fascination with such measurements has developed. The discovery of low mass enhancement [12, 13] , unique to heavy ion systems, has driven considerable theoretical [14, 15, 16] and experimental work at CERN [17, 18, 19] , GSI [20] , and most recently RHIC [21, 22] .
Perhaps ironically, another application of lepton measurements is to measure the level of "perfection" of the initial fluid state at RHIC by deducing the viscosity to entropy density ratio ( η s ) from a simultaneous fit of heavy quark suppression and anisotropic flow [4] . Heavy quarks provide the most sensitive measure of η s by nature of their mass [23, 24, 25] . Comparison to several specific models [26, 27, 28] indicates a small value close to the theoretical lower bound [29] . Figure 1 shows a cartoon of the di-electron mass spectrum at full RHIC energy. For simplicity we discuss our results in three distinct mass regions. The High Mass Region (HRM) is above the Jψ mass. The J/ψ and other heavy quarkonium states have long been a source of interest as these states, when they are rare, were initially expected to be suppressed by dissolution in a deconfined medium [30] . When not-so-rare, they may even exhibit enhancement via a new production mechanism: coalescence after dissolution even leading to a possible enhancement [31, 32] . The Intermediate Mass Region (IMR) lies between the φ and the J/ψ. At SPS energies this region exhibits an enhanced production [12, 17, 18, 33, 34, 35] that most recent studies have demonstrated does not come from heavy flavor, but from "prompt" decays [36] . As indicated in the cartoon, the higher energy at RHIC makes this region to be dominated by correlated open charm decays and is thereby a less sensitive regime for the identification and study of direct thermal radiation [37, 38, 39] .
Dilepton Production
Finally is the Low Mass Region (LMR), bounded on the left by the peak of mesonic Dalitz decays and on the right by the ρ/ω region. This region is the most promising window for thermal radiation to out-shine hadronic and correlated heavy flavor and has indeed yielded a direct measurement of the thermal radiation from the plasma phase.
As is evident from Figure 1 , a variety of hadronic di-electron sources compete with the measurements of the more interesting thermal radiation and correlated open heavy flavor leptons. PHENIX uses a home-grown event generator called EXODUS to model the hadronic component of these sources. The basic assumptions in EXODUS are spectral shapes taken from m T scaling of the measured pion yield, and thermal calculations of the integral yield. Where possible, data is used to adjust the thermal yield integrals [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51] , however all such modifications are found to be minor due to the well-known success of thermal models at RHIC energies. The left panel of Figure 2 shows the remarkable agreement between data and the EXODUS model for a large variety of meson species. Heavy flavor decays are taken from the Pythia event generator, normalized when possible to PHENIX single electron data.
The right panel of Figure 2 shows the measured di-electron mass yield into the PHENIX acceptance as a function of mass for p+p collisions at √ s = 200GeV along with the EXODUS cocktail calculations. The colored band indicates the systematic error on the cocktail. The agreement of the mass spectrum to the cocktail is superb, indicating excellent understanding of the underlying production processes. The result of subtracting the hadronic sources away from the overall yield leaves only the correlated open heavy flavor component. The spectral shape of this yield is in good agreement with that of 1 st order QCD (Pythia). By allowing the normalization of charm and bottom decays to float freely, we can determine the cross sections for both these productions as σ cc = 544 ± 39(stat) ± 142(syst) ±200(model) µb and σ bb = 3.9 ± 2.5(stat) +3 −2 (syst) µb. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the di-electron mass spectrum in Au+Au collisions at √ s = 200 GeV to the same cocktail for Minimum Bias Collisions. Here the cocktail is seen to dramatically under predict the yield in the LMR. We will investigate this excess by slicing the mass spectrum into bands of transverse momentum. Panels (a) and (b) of Figure 4 show the data and cocktail in p T slices of 1 GeV /c and higher. Above 100 MeV/c 2 , an excess is noted in both p+p and Au+Au collisions. This excess may be attributed to direct virtual photon yield.
All processes that produce real photons also produce virtual photons that frequently materialize as e + e − pairs. The excess yield, as shown in the right panel of Figure 4 can be fit to a two-component source containing both "cocktail processes" ( f c (m)) and direct virtual photon yield ( f dir (m)) as
The f dir (m) form falls as 1/m in the limit p T >> m ee , valid for the region shown. The parameter "r", as a function of transverse momentum, measures the fractional yield of direct virtual photons and thereby provides a bootstrap measurement of the overall direct photon yield [52] . .
The left panel of figure 5 shows the direct photon spectrum for p+p collisions and Au+Au collisions at various centralities along with pQCD calculations of this yield [53] . In the p+p system the yield is well explained by pQCD, but not so in the Au+Au system. For Au+Au there is a distinct strong component of direct photon yield at low transverse momentum. The latter component is well described for central collisions by a variety of calculations (right panel) [54, 53, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59] that assume formation of a hot system with initial temperature ranging from T init = 300 MeV at thermalization time τ 0 = 0.6 fm/c to T init = 600 MeV at τ 0 = 0.15 fm/c These experimental data are the most direct probe of the initial conditions of the RHIC fireball. Figure 6 again shows p T -sliced mass spectra for p+p and Au+Au collisions, however, this figure differs from Figure 4 in that slices continue to low transverse momentum. These data confirm that the majority of the LMR excess is generated with very low p T . This excess is quantified in Figure 7 . The left panel shows the Au+Au data corrected to full azimuthal acceptance along with the cocktail calculations. This comparison indicates the presence of a two-component inverse slope
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Thomas K. Hemmick parameter. Indeed, local slope constants above and below m T = 1 GeV show distinctly different behaviors as shown in the right panel. The higher m T region has inverse slope constants similar to mesons of these masses and to SPS results [18] . Various model calculations (not shown) of Rapp and van Hees [37, 60, 61] , Dusling and Zahed [62, 63] , Cassing and Bratkovskaya [64, 65] all undershoot the full yield in the IMR, however do reproduce the yield above m T = 1GeV reasonably well. None of these models explain the strong cold component observed in the data.
Open Heavy Flavor
PHENIX has measured and published [3, 4] single electron spectra. At high transverse momentum, these spectra become dominated by electrons from semi-leptonic decays of heavy quarks. The published data include electrons from both closed and open heavy flavor decays. Recent pre-
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Thomas K. Hemmick liminary results shown in Figure 8 not only improve the precision of these measurements, but also removed the contributions of single electrons from closed heavy flavor decays (charmonia).
These data indicate the remarkable result that heavy flavor quarks suffer strong spectral modification due the presensence of the medium and even pick up significant azimuthally anisotropic flow. Analysis in the context of several models [26, 27, 28] , indicates an η s ratio within error equal to the lower bound. This result is all the more startling when one considers that recent PHENIX measurements [66] indicate that bottom quarks are significant contributors to the heavy quark elec-
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Upgrade Plans
The two topics of this paper are the subject of two upgrades. As shown in Figure 9 these two detectors vie for the same physical location, adjacent to the beam pipe. As such these two detector upgrades are set to be run sequentially.
The principal limitation to di-electron measurements in PHENIX stems from combinatorial background. With multiple e + e − pairs produced in a single collision, many "false pairings" (e + from one decay paired with an e − from another decay) occur. This background is so severe for full energy Au+Au collisions that the signal constitutes less than 1 part in 100 for certain masses.
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Thomas K. Hemmick Fortunately, false pairings can be controlled experimentally. The most copious physical source of e + e − pairs is the Dalitz decay of the π 0 . The second most copious source is conversion of real photons to e + e − in the material of the PHENIX detector. Both of these sources produce pairs with small invariant mass and small opening angle. The PHENIX HBD seeks to tag electrons with close angular partners by detecting Cherenkov light with the PHENIX magnetic field canceled in the central region. Calculations show that the HBD will improve the effective signal by more than an order of magnitude if a single electron response of more than 18 photo-electrons can be achieved.
The Hadron-Blind Detector is a unique device [67, 68, 69] that uses a triple stack of Gas Electron Multipliers (GEMs) to detect Cherenkov light. The first GEM in the stack is coated with an evaporated layer of CsI and serves as the photo-cathode. This GEM is preceded by a mesh that directs ionization electrons (from hadrons) away from the avalanche. However the strong electric field in the vicinity of the GEM holes directs nearly all photo-electrons to avalanche. Shown in Figure 10 are online measured responses of the HBD to isolated single electrons and overlapping close angle pairs. These plots indicate that the HBD is functioning well. We expect to make vastly improved di-electron measurements in Run-10.
After Run-10, the HBD will be removed and replaced by the vertex detectors. The VTX pixel & strip detector will be installed for Run-11 and the FVTX will also become available in Run-12. The VTX will allow direct identification of heavy flavor decays via their source being a displaced vertex. The innermost 2 layers of the VTX consist of 50 µm by 425 µm pixels at radii of 2.5cm and 5cm. The outer two layers are "strip-pixel" devices with an 80 µm by 1000 µm pitch. The device covers −1.2 < η < 1.2 and is nearly complete in azimuth. Figure 11 shows the anticipated precision for R AA and v 2 measurements with this device in a run at RHIC-II luminosity. This upgrade will usher in a new era of heavy flavor physics at RHIC by distinguishing charm from bottom in all measurements.
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